
Square Roll-Up Gift Box Tutorial  by  Nancy Legate 

  

I love this roll-up box! It was inspired by Angelina Clark.  

MEASUREMENTS 

TRIANGLE BOXES: 

Cardstock:  4 @ 9-1/2 x 7-3/4″  

 On the 9-1/2″ side score @ 2-5/8 + 6-3/8 + 9″  

 On the 7-3/4″ side score @ 1-7/8 + 5-7/8″ 

WRAP: 

Cardstock: 7-3/4 x 4″ … on 7-3/4″ side score @ 3-7/8″  

Cardstock: 9-3/4 x 4″ … on the 9-3/4″ side score @ 1-1/2 + 5-3/8 + 9-1/4″  

STAMPED IMAGE:   White or Vanilla Cardstock:    3-1/2 x 2″  

DESIGNER SERIES PAPER PIECES 

OUTSIDE BOX LAYERS:  4 @ 3-3/4 x 3-5/8″ wide   

FRONT FLAP:  1 @ 3-3/4 x 1-1/4″ wide  

TRIANGLE BOX LAYERS:  8 @ 3-7/8 x 2-1/2″ OR  4 @ 3-7/8 x 5 wide (then cut in half @ 2-1/2  … especially scenery)  

COVER FOR TOP:  1 @ 3-3/8” square  (cut in triangles)     

 

 

NOTE:  Use adhesive of your choice. I use Tear Tape when wanting to make sure to have a good, strong hold on areas 

that will be used a lot. When using a tape runner for other areas, use a STRONG tape runner. I highly recommend the 

3M Scotch Adhesive Transfer Tape used with the ATG 700 Dispenser. This is a super strong tape that will hold for a very 

long time. You want this project to hold together for a very long time. 
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For each of the 4 Triangle Box pieces - 9-1/2 x 7-3/4; with the 1/2" score on the left side, measure across the top to 5”, 

which is middle of the large middle rectangle – at both top and bottom – mark with stylist or pencil. From the bottom of 

that rectangle to the 5” mark, score. Do this for both the top and bottom rectangles. 

       

Cut away as shown above. Crease your score lines. Corner Round the 2 corners of the 1/2” flap. Trim the triangles to 

approximately 1/4” for the flaps (above they are shown folded straight up); I also mitered the ends towards the inside to 

help in closure and made a “v” cut on the outside tip (see below, red cardstock). 

      

Turn over and attach tear tape to only TWO flaps (the flaps the farthest from the 1/4” edge flap). DO NOT ATTACH YET.  

      

Attach your DSP to Triangle Box pieces. With a 1/2” punch, make slot on triangle box for easy opening. On back of 

Triangle Boxes, apply tear tape on all 4 edges.  Page 2 of 4 

Make sure to corner round the 

two corners on far left flap above. 



          

 

Take your two WRAP pieces and crease folds and adhere together. Open to the inside and mark “Top” on the 4 sections 

- short flap is on the right side. This will be covered, so mark with pen or pencil. This is important, especially when using 

scenery as Angela did on her box (see end of tutorial). 

 

Now you can turn over the WRAP, making sure the TOP is at the TOP. Attach your 4 OUTSIDE BOX LAYERS. Attach your 

Front Flap layer.  

     

Lay out your triangles as you would like to have them on finished project. I paper clip my fronts together to help attach to 

wrap without all flying open and getting in the way. Attach to inside of Wrap. DO NOT ASSEMBLE Triangle Box YET. 

   

If you want any stamping on the bottom of your box, do it now. Then open and assemble your Triangle Boxes. 
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I used magnets for my closure. You could also use Velcro. Angelina shows you how to use ribbon on her YouTube video. 

      

Attach triangles to top.  ENJOY! 

  
 
The above photos by Angelina use Toile Tidings from the 2019 Holiday Mini, using vanilla, Real Red and Garden Green. The Natures Beauty stamp 
set works perfectly with this suite. Not only does it have great images but for every stamp set purchased Stampin’ Up! will donate $3 to mental 
health charities. As Angelina says, crafting is my therapy and has helped me through some very difficult times so it’s great that the two can help 

each other. Her YouTube video is   https://youtu.be/mP2qNQZpPeI  
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